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Tunisian POW mail from WWII
Par Johan DELBEKE

Introduction
During the conquest of North Africa, a system of Prisoner Of War camps (POW) was set up
in North Africa. 4 of these camps were located in Tunisia ;
1.
2.
3.
4.

Camp XV at Bizerte
Camp XVI at Tunis
Camp XVII at Zaghouan
Camp XVIII at Sfax

All of them held German Prisoners. Italians were probably only held in the first 3. The
number of prisoners varied constantly, but for none of the camps was it higher than 10.000.
Of the first 3, Camp XVI was the biggest and Camp XVII the smallest. The population of
Camp XVIII is unknown. One should not imagine each of these to be huge camps with
thousands of prisoners. Camp XV for example had 8 locations.
By September 1947 most of the prisoners were transported to France to be used as laborers.
500 men stayed behind in Tunisia to finish the mine clearing. The use of prisoners as labor
is against the Geneva convention, but as war crimes go, this is probably a minor one. The
last camp closed in 1948. By far the majority of camp mail is addressed to or comes from
Germany.
At first the POW mail was censored by the same commissions as censored civilian mail. By
April 1944, the French military - who managed the camps – set up a separate organization
to censor camp mail. It used types of censor marks that were derived from earlier ones in
use in Morocco and Algeria, but there seems to be many local varieties, not all of them
catalogued yet.

Card dated 26 August 1943 with typical civilian censor marks. The violet mark is German.
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Besides the censor marks, one can also collect the postal stationary used by the prisoners. While it
can be argued that the study and collection of camp censor marks is not philately proper, the same
cannot be said for the stationary. Proper stationary allowed the camp mail to travel through the
civilian mail system without being franked. I have as yet no overview of what there is, so I will
just show the different examples I have seen without trying to classify and number them. It seems
that the use of this postal stationary was not uniformly obligatory, because other supports were
used both during and after the war.
In such cases, the unit handstamp of the camp ensures the franchise, and incoming mail bears
stamps.
Type Number
Outer
of
diameter
circles

Text along circle

Text in
center

remarks

Dates

Camp(s)

1
2

2
2

30mm
27mm

DEPOT P.G. XV
DEPOT P.G. XVI

CONTROLE / N° 1
CONTROLE / N° 3

In black, or blue
In violet

May 1944
April 1944

XV
XVI

3

2

34mm

CORRESPONDANCE DE
PRISONNIERS DE
GUERRE DE L’AXE

XVI / CONTROLE /

Nov 1944 –
Feb 1946

XVI, XVII

4

2

25mm

DEPOT P.G. XVII

CONTROLE / N°

Feb 1945

XVII

5

2

41mm

DEPOT DE PRISONNIERS
DE GUERRE

XVIII / CONTROLE
/ N° 6

Feb 1945 –
Jun 1947

XVIII

7

2

40mm

CAMP DE P.G. N° XV

Jun 1946

XV

6

3

39mm

violet

Aug 1946

XVI

8

1

36mm

CORRESPONDANCE DE
PRISONNIERS DE
GUERRE DE L’AXE
CAMP DE P.G. N° XV

CONTROLE / PAR /
N° 2
XVI / CONTROLE /
3

Bleu, the censor
filled out his
number on the
third line in the
center by hand
Blue, the censor
filled out his
number on the
third line in the
center by hand
Black and violet.
Censor number
always seems to be
6
black

Jun 1947

Jun 1947

XV

9

1?

26mm

DEPOT P.G. XVI

violet

Sep 1947

XVI

CONTROLE / PAR
N° 2
CONTROLE / N° 8

1946 letter using an ordinary envelope and
thus franked to camp XVIII where it was
censored with the type 5 handstamp
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Postal Stationary
Besides ensuring the security, the stationary served the purpose of ensuring the franchise in all
transiting countries.
Postcards

This piece of cardboard was used as a postcard in May 1944 from the Tunis camp. It shows that
either that the use of stationary was not an absolute rule, or that at the time there was a shortage.

A card printed for use in France, but here used from Tunisia in June 1946. The tear at the top is
an indication that it had a response part.
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A answer card that could be the other half of the one above, if it were not for the serifed font. It
is dated Sept 1947

An American card used in April 1944 at Tunis XVI POW camp.
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Two very similar cards,
the first used in Nov 1944,
the second in Oct 1945

Envelopes
The envelopes here described are of a type similar to aerogrammes: they consist of one piece of
folded paper that could be closed – but not glued – so as to cover the correspondence.

Incoming envelope
from Aug 1946.
The Term
Rükantwortbrief
indicates that it was
included in the
correspondence of
the prisoner for the
writing of the
answer.
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Envelope used to Germany in June 1947, i.e. 3 months before the last prisoners left the last
camp. Incoming mail at that time was sent in ordinary envelopes.
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